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Abstract: Crowd density estimation in wide areas is a challenging problem for visual surveillance. So the 

safety of people in a crowds has been a major problem. Hence proposed a system to estimate the number of 

people in crowded scenes using AMID and PDC for wide-area surveillance . In monocular image sequences, 

the Accumulated Mosaic Image Difference (AMID) method is applied to extract crowd areas having irregular 

motion. The specific number of persons and velocity of a crowd can be adequately estimated by our system from 

the density of crowded areas. By using multi-camera network, the camera can predict the crowd density several 

minutes in advance. The system has been used in real applications, and numerous experiments conducted in real 

scenes (station, park, plaza) demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method. 
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I. Introduction 
Video analysis techniques are becoming increasingly popular in the visual surveillance of public areas 

because of their great efficiency in gathering information and low cost in human resource.  An abnormal event is 

crowding which may occur wherever a large number of people gather together at public assemblies, sport 

competitions, or demonstrations (e.g., strikes, protests), etc. In recent years, a number of security agencies 

specialized in crowd management have emerged, and the visual surveillance research has studied the automated 

monitoring crowd movements. 

Foreground based methods: The foreground is extracted firstly by background removal using a reference 

image, then crowd density is computed as a function of the number of foreground pixels; the function itself is 

obtained by curve fitting. However, these methods may fail when the background changes gradually over time. 

Optical Flow and Background Model (OFBM), which is based on LK optical flow and GEM methods, is 

computed for the whole image and used for crowd density estimation.  The number of people in a crowd is 

computed as a linear function of foreground pixels. Markov Random Fields (MRF) based approach is used to 

model changes in pixel value, and the optimal foreground is obtained by minimizing a MRF based objective 

function. This method gives good results in subway scenes, but the minimization is very difficult and time-

consuming.  

Feature based methods: Haar feature based head detection and integral channel features  based head detection 

are adopted to detect human heads in crowds. The total number of people in a crowd is estimated by analyzing 

the sizes and positions of detected heads, but the method may fail if the observed area is so crowded that few 

heads can be detected. Texture feature vectors are extracted from input images and a Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) is used to solve the regression problem of calculating crowd density. 

Group based methods: This method used moving groups and track each group reliably. This method deals with 

the entire area occupied by a group as a whole, rather than trying to detect individuals separately.  Accumulated 

Mosaic Image Difference (AMID) feature, which is suitable for some real scenes, but recently, the real 

application of crowd monitoring always asks for collaborative work of multiple cameras in wide areas, which is 

also a challenge for most of surveillance systems. It has three contributions. First, the AMID feature is used to 

estimate the number of people transformation in crowds, which can be used for estimating crowd densities and 

velocities. Secondly, with the information from multi-cameras, a novel prediction method for wide-area crowd 

analysis is done. Lastly, we develop a wide-area crowd surveillance system and the practical applications show 

the effectiveness of this system. 

 

II. System Framework For Wide-Area Surveillance 

2.1 AMID based crowd density estimation 

As high-density crowds often contains subtle meaningless motions, and these tiny motions happen in 

the whole time in crowds, like people‟s turning around and raising heads. It develops AMID feature to describe 
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these intra-crowd motions and estimate the crowd density. Local individual perturbations and movements are 

the main reasons causing intra-crowd. 

so intra-crowd motions happen almost everywhere in crowded areas and their distribution areas reveal the size 

of crowded areas. AMID feature uses this incessant  characteristic of high crowd to achieve  the estimation. 

 

 
Fig.1:systemframework block diagram 

 

 In AMID, the directions of intra-crowd motions will not be taken into consideration because of 

random directions in intra-crowd motions. It only measures their locations and temporal characteristics in local 

areas. The locations of intra-crowd motions can be obtained by local image change detection. The AMID feature 

comes from Mosaic Image Difference (MID), which is gained by dividing the image into local areas. The MID 

series are: 
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where t is the current frame number; (m, n) is the middle location of the corresponding Mo82 saic 

Block (MB) (m, n); Nmid is the width of the observing time window and t means this series is updated at every 

new frame. 
 A component of a vector;    is an adaptive threshold; and   (   )is a representation value of each local area. 
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Here,    (i, j) is the RGB vector of pixel (i, j) at frame #t. LM is the size of the MB. The AMID series is 

obtained by evenly dividing the observing time window into a number of sub time windows and accumulating 

the MID features of MB (m, n) in each sub time window separately. The value of the l-th element in AMID 

series of MB (m, n) at frame #t is given : 
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where l = 1….        is the number of sub observing time windows and   ( )denotes the l-th sub observing 

time window at frame #t: 
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where        ,
    

   
-    is the valid length of observing time window after division, t′=t−     .         The 

AMID series is updated at every frame and provides amotions, because it depicts the change of a local area in 

each time piece of the observing time window. The indicator function that whether MB (m, n) should be labeled 

as a foreground area (crowded area) or a background area at frame #t is determined below: 
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Where    
      

        
   are the three important statistics of local intro-crowd motions which can be defined: 1) 

   (     ) the mean time when motions happened; 2)    (     )the variance of time when motions 

happened; 3)    (m, n, t) the number of sub observing time windows in which motions happened. The indicator 

function   (   )describes the temporal scattering degree of local intracrowd motions according to the given 

assumption of uniform distribution. When    (   )   , it means the local motions scatter extensively enough 

that they are most likely caused by stable crowds. 

    Thus, the entire crowded area can be easily 

obtained by the gridding method. The foreground area at frame #t can be denoted as: 

}1),(),)),((),(|)},{()(  qpGRqpGBjijitR troifg where (i, j) denotes a pixel‟s position.  
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2.2 Crowd density to number of people transformation 

In order to predict crowd densities, the transformation from crowd density to number of people should 

be known and vice versa. Crowd density is a value between 0 and 1, which cannot be used for the prediction 

directly. Here the linear fitting method is used to give the estimation of the number of people. Based on some 

testing measurements in advance, we can know p groups mapping relation between crowd density and the 

number of people: *(     )+     ,where    is the crowd density of i-th group;    s the number of people. 

With the crowd density     the relationship can be decided by prior measurement. If one new region with the 

crowd d belongs to the s group [,       - (0≤s≤p),then the number of people is 
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and vice versa. If we get the number of people, then the crowd density can also be estimated: 
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where r is the r-th region ,       -, and  ( ) is the crowd density to be decided. 

 

2.3 Crowd velocity estimation based on optical flow 

The velocity of the crowds is also required for the prediction. Here we get the direction and speed 

based on optical flow. We can get the optical flow as    ( )and    ( )where u and v stands for the horizontal 

and vertical components, and k is the frame. Then the Speed    ( )and direction    ( )of the optical flow are 

obtained by:  
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  To obtain    ( ), we sample it with M bins histogram (M is 4 or 8). The Mmax is chosen from the 

histogram and we get the center of crowd flow      
(       ) 

 
 .The pixels in [                     - are 

used to get the speed and direction of crowd flow   ( )   ( )with the average of k frame. 
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2.4 Crowd density and number of people estimation 

In this part, the experiments of crowd density estimation and number of people are given in “bus 

station” video and “subway station” video. In Figure2, the curve of number of people vs. time for the “subway 

station” video is given as well as some example frames. The blue line is the ground truth which is given 

manually. The red line is the analyzing results. The green number in the left-up corner of the frame is the 

estimated number of persons. In the beginning, there are few persons in this scene (about 8 at Frame#202); later, 

more and more persons come into the scene (about 43 at Frame#1402); then the number of persons decreases 

with the time. From the figure, we can see that the analyzing results consist well with the ground truth in most 

time. The estimated accurate rate is over 90%. 
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2.5 Crowd velocity estimation based on optical flow 

In this set of experiments, we focus on the accuracy of the crowd velocity estimated by our purposed 

method. Here we apply our method on three video sequences shown in Figure 3. To get the real data, we select 

several distinctive people as our targets and figure out their bounding box by hand. We calculate the mean 

values of their real velocities as the real velocities, which is used to be compared with our estimated velocities. 
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Fig.2 The curve of number of person vs. time for the “subway station” video and some selected frames 

 

where i is the frame index we extract for bounding boxes;     and     are distances of the targets 

moving on the images.   (  ) is a weight set to indicate the practical length per pixel and is calculated through 

  ( )  ((     ) (    ))
 . δ is the parameter of down sampling, and here we set it to 25.|| || is used to get 

the directions ranging between 0 and 360. 

 

2.6 Comparisons and discussion  
The crowd information extraction is an important step in crowd density estimation. Here  the 

comparison of AMID method with the GMM method. GMM is a well-known background modeling method, 

which can work in clutter background in real time for motion detection and can handle swaying trees, ocean 

waves, etc., while GMM cannot be used for high crowd density estimation. 

 
Fig.3 Video sequences and the bounding boxes used for real data by hand. 

 

Table I 

                       

Video 1 64.2 71.3 0.271 0.301 

Video 2 322.4 314.7 1.022 1.089 

Video 3 267.5 265.2 0.163 0.221 
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In table I it gives the number of person result comparison between GMM based, AMID based without 

Perspective Distortion Correctness (PDC) and AMID based with PDC on three videos. The ground truth is given 

manually. The GMM background modeling method is used in method for crowd information extraction. As for 

“subway station” video, which is easier for motion extraction, the GMM based method can get an accuracy of 

80%. Our AMID based method can work in three scenes, which is better than GMM based method in “subway 

station” video. It should be known that PDC is useful for the number of person estimation especially for “bus 

station” and “plaza” videos. “Bus station” video seems flat and low and “plaza” video has good depth of field, 

which cause great perspective distortion, so the accuracy rate can be improved over 20% by the step of PDC.  

 

III. Conclusion 
 This paper discussed about a crowd density estimation and prediction system for wide-area security. 

AMID based approach is applied to detect crowded areas and a geometry module is included to correct 

perspective distortion. The number of people in a crowd is estimated by the liner fitting method and the velocity 

is also obtained by the optical flow method. After crowd density and velocity are estimated, the prediction 

module is used to estimate the crowd density at designated points at a later time. Compared to existing methods, 

the proposed method is a real time system for applications and the crowd density analysis algorithm can work 

properly in both low and high crowd density scenes. Experiments and real applications demonstrate the 

effectiveness and robustness of our method in real scenes although there are some aspects to be improved in the 

system. In the future, we will consider how to choose the parameter (duration time) adaptation for different 

scenes. 
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